THE NEW

SALEM FLOUR

IS A BRAND OF

SUPERIOR FLOUR

Made especially by the Salem Flouring Mills for the local trade. It is in the same quality of parent flour ever turned out in this mill. It is recommended by the best cooks and bakers as superior.

Extra Graham

A superior product of this mill. Made of the choicest clear wheat, and contains the same nutritious qualities with the best appearances. A marked saving in bakery work.

THE SALEMS MILLS

The miller's best quality of feel as well as in fact, and persons who can join the same make the same old reliable mills.

Claim Equal Rights.

Woman in Men's Political World of Our Ideas

All friends of just and equal rights are earnestly invited to attend the Twenty-eighth Annual Convention of the National Woman Suffrage Association, held at Salem, Mass., D. C., January 21 to 26, 1868.

A TYPICAL OLD NEW ENGLAND

Salem has one of those picturesque landscapes. Every now and then you come across a stretch of ground that is as pretty as a picture. The houses are white, the fences are green, and the trees are tall and straight. The air is fresh and pure, and the sun shines bright. It is a lovely place to live in, and I think it would make a fine place for a vacation home.
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At Sixeens's Fruit Palace

Sixeens's Fruit Palace is one of the most popular places in the city. The fruit is always fresh and the service is excellent. It is a great place to get your daily fruit fix.

Franklin's Fruit Palace

Another great place to get your daily fruit fix. The fruit is always fresh and the prices are unbeatable.